1ST ALTO

HEY JUDE

As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. HORN II"
Columbia #KC-31709
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WATCH FOR STAND-UP!
HEY JUDE

As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. Horn II"
Columbia #KC-31709

Tempo d = 60
Solo on Flügel

(to Trumpet)
Hey Jude

As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. Horn II"
Columbia #KC-31709

Arr. by: Adrian Dr
HEY JUDE

As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. Horn II"
Columbia #KC-31709
As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. HORN II"  
Columbia #KC-31709
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Hey Jude

As Recorded by Maynard Ferguson on "M.F. HORN II"
Columbia #KC-31709

(Tempo = 60) (Hi Hat)

(Drum Groove)

(Solo) (Hi Hat) D / B

TOM FILL (18)

FILL

(30) (Hi Hat)

(Fill)